ABSTRACT. This note presents a proof of Gordan's Theorem over general closed, conve cone domains which follows in a natural way appealing to the standard definitions of closed convex cones and their respective polar cones.
I. INTRODUCTION
Solvability theorems or theorems of the alternative for problems involving linear system of equations has played a major role in mathematical programming, and linear analysis, (Craven [I] , Luenberger [2] or Mangasarian [3] ).
Mmngasarian [3] presents a rigorous development of the classical theorems of alternatives, see Chapter 2 in [3] . Many theoretical aspects in mathematical programming appeal to various theorems of the alternative in establishing certain optimality conditions and duality properties.
Ben-lsrael [4] , and Berman and Ben-lsrael [5] extended the classlcal theorems of the alternative to problems with linear equations over polyhedral cone domains. Thus extending the classical formulations over nonnegative orthants as originally presented by Gordan [6] i.e., problems involving a linear system over inequalities (> 0 [7] ) or the Hahn-Banach Theorem (Schaefer [8] 
